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Fugue: Autonomous Cloud 
Security and Compliance
Fugue is enterprise cloud security developed for engineers, by 

engineers. We approach cloud security as a software engineering 

problem, because the cloud is 100% software. Fugue builds 

a complete model of your cloud environment as a baseline, 

continuously detecting drift and enforcing the baseline for 

security-critical resources. We believe that security should be  

an integral part of software development, instead of being bolted 

on as after-the-fact analysis.

Fugue prevents cloud misconfiguration and ensures continuous 

compliance with enterprise security policies. Fugue provides 

full visibility into the security posture of AWS and Azure cloud 

environments. With Fugue you have intelligent guardrails that 

use baseline enforcement to eliminate policy violations and 

cloud misconfiguration. Fugue’s API enables teams to “shift left” 

and use CI/CD pipelines to validate infrastructure compliance 

earlier in the software development lifecycle. Fugue automates 

compliance validation for CIS Foundations Benchmarks, GDPR, 

HIPAA, ISO 27001, NIST 800-53, PCI, and SOC 2. Customers such 

as PBS, SparkPost, SAP NS2, and TrueCar trust Fugue to protect 

their cloud environments.
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Gain Visibility

Visualize your cloud environments, discover resources 
and configurations, and validate compliance. Identify 
policy violations and orphaned resources, and understand 
infrastructure drift and changes in real-time.

Automate Security

Automate cloud security with Fugue’s API and CLI to alert, 
auto-remediate, and integrate security policies into CI/CD. Build 
custom rules for enterprise policies using open source OPA 
policy framework.

Detect and Eliminate Cloud Misconfiguration

Employ intelligent guardrails that enforce infrastructure 
baselines and ensure continuous compliance. With baseline 
enforcement, all drift and misconfigurations are corrected 
back to your established baseline without the need for manual 
remediation or automation scripts.

Continuous Compliance

Fugue scans your cloud resources for policy violations mapped 
to common compliance families including NIST 800-53, CIS AWS 
and Azure Foundations Benchmarks, GDPR, SOC 2, ISO 27001, 
PCI, and HIPAA.


